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PERFORMANCE

Art as a community discourse
Performance planned to augment ‘The Beautiful Midden’ at TCA’s Encore Gallery
By Tempo staff
he art and artifact
exhibit titled “The
Beautiful Midden”
will culminate with a
gallery talk and community performance
Saturday (Sept.
19), 3 p.m., in the
Encore Gallery at
the Taos Community Auditorium,
Community
145 Paseo del
performance
Pueblo Norte.
Q When: Saturday
Scott Moore,
(Sept. 19), 3 p.m. director of the
Q Where: Taos
‘Beautiful MidCommunity Audit- den’ project, will
orium, 145 Paseo open the event
del Pueblo Norte with a gallery
Q Admission: Free talk, “spinning a
Q Information:
colorful narrative
(575) 758-2052
on the exhibit
and animating
the artwork with stories of the project’s nearly ﬁve years of public art
and activism work,” a press release
states.
A community performance will
follow at 4 p.m. It will feature the
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ite comedians? Writers?
Tafoya: My favorite writers and
comedians are too many to name.
While I certainly love many of the classic American writers like Hemingway,
Faulkner, Fitzgerald, Flannery O’Connor, Leslie Silko, Mark Twain, John Steinbeck, J.D. Salinger, Zora Neal Hurston,
and Raymond Carver, I ﬁnd some of the
second-tier writers have produced some
masterpieces that tend to go unnoticed,
like Ken Kesey’s “Sometimes a Great
Notion,” Malcom Lowry’s “Under the
Volcano,” Margaret Atwood’s “Cat’s Eye,”
Thomas Berger’s “Little Big Man” … One
of these days I want to teach a course on
unappreciated masterpieces.
The three stand-up comedians who
still have me laughing and thinking no
matter how many times I watch their
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‘The Beautiful Midden’ exhibition space at the Encore Gallery.
debut of “Receptacle Serenade,”
described as “a transformative sonic
gesture that will integrate a Taos
County Dumpster as a performance
space, divulging its latent acoustical
and musical possibilities.”
Participating local and visiting
artists, musicians and poets will
include Bradford Reed, John Biscel-

performances are Steven Wright, Richard Pryor and Whoopi Goldberg. Then I
look at the changes wrought by the likes
of Lenny Bruce, Mort Sahl, Dick Gregory,
Redd Foxx, Moms Mabley, and Godfrey
Cambridge, and I can’t help but think
that without their contributions, Americans would have very different attitudes
about things like race, sexuality, political
involvement, and what America is all
about. They made us question our values, practices, and behavior.
Tempo: What are the differences
between comedy and writing? What are
the similarities?
Tafoya: The major difference between
comedy and writing, at least for me,
is that writing is a solitary experience.
When I am writing, I lock myself away,
usually both metaphorically and physically, and get into my own head. With
comedy, the composition process, at
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lo, Ben Wright, Thullem McDonas,
Peter Halter, Scott Moore and Beth
Enson.
“By initiating imaginative and
unifying acts that honor humanity
and wilderness, ‘Beautiful Midden’
works to bring a sense of humor
and surprise to divisive, entrenched
perspectives,” the release continues.

least at the early stages, is kind of like
that, but you can’t really tell if a joke
works until you actually try it out on
stage.
Both involve painting pictures with
words and engaging the audience. When
someone is doing stand-up, however,
he or she gets to use things like facial
expressions, hand gestures and vocal
inﬂections. You can’t do that with something you write on the page. You have to
rely on things like verb choice and sentence structure.
Tempo: What inspired you to
write “Finding the Buddha”?
Tafoya: What I wanted to do with
“Finding the Buddha” was to create
a larger-than-life persona using only
secondary and tertiary sources. Back
in 1973, the television show M*A*S*H
ran an episode about Captain Tuttle, a
person the main character, Hawkeye
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“The project is exemplifying how
art can be used as an instrument of
dynamic social change by addressing root causes of environmental
degradation and restoring community stewardship for place.”
The art and artifact exhibit is
said to celebrate “the inclusive
yet provocative vocabulary of art
developed through improvisational ‘conversations’ which have
given voice to the water, winds and
abused landscapes, while amplifying environmental concerns of the
population. The character of the
Taos’ landscapes provoke a distinctive body of artwork that challenges
unsustainable traditions and habits, marks an historical moment in
time, and presses the imagination
in an empowered way toward the
future.’
The exhibit, sponsored by the
Taos Center for the Arts, Beautiful
Midden and Amigos Bravos continues through Sept. 24. Gallery
hours are Tuesday through Friday
2-4 p.m. For more information, visit
tcataos.org or call (575) 758-2052.
Also, visit beautifulmidden.org.

Pierce, creates through the manipulation of paperwork. I thought I could
make a ﬁlm doing something similar
— by creating a series of interviews
with people who knew, or knew of, this
off-the-charts brilliant comedian who
refused be ﬁlmed. Once I ﬁnished the
screenplay I realized I had a ﬁrst draft
for a novel on my hands. I spent the next
four years hammering it into a novel.
Tempo: What can we expect from your
SOMOS reading?
Tafoya: First and foremost, people can
expect an entertaining evening. I try to
emphasize visual and emotional writing. I want people to see the characters
in my book as clearly as they would see
characters on a stage, so I put in a lot of
painstaking detail to make this happen.
I might also throw in a few jokes.
For more information call (575) 7580081 or email somos@somostaos.org.
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